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We present novel two-stage dynamic scheduling of earth observation satellites to provide emergency response by making full use
of the duration of the imaging task execution. In the first stage, the multiobjective genetic algorithmNSGA-II is used to produce an
optimal satellite imaging schedule schema, which is robust to dynamic adjustment as possible emergent events occur in the future.
In the second stage, when certain emergent events do occur, a dynamic adjusting heuristic algorithm (CTM-DAHA) is applied to
arrange new tasks into the robust imaging schedule. Different from the existing dynamic schedulingmethods, the imaging duration
is embedded in the two stages to make full use of current satellite resources. In the stage of robust satellite scheduling, total task
execution time is used as a robust indicator to obtain a satellite schedule with less imaging time. In other words, more imaging time
is preserved for future emergent events. In the stage of dynamic adjustment, a compact task merging strategy is applied to combine
both of existing tasks and emergency tasks into a composite task with least imaging time. Simulated experiments indicate that the
proposed method can produce a more robust and effective satellite imaging schedule.

1. Introduction

Recently, earth observing satellites (EOSs) are widely used
in applications for national defense, environmental protec-
tion, agriculture, meteorology, urban construction, and other
fields. However, satellite resources are still scarce with respect
to the increasing human demands for imaging. As a result,
the process of satellite mission scheduling, which is used to
allocate the observation resources and execution time to a
series of imaging tasks by maximizing one or more objectives
while satisfying certain given constraints, plays an important
role in the management of satellites. The scheduling can
be primarily divided into static scheduling and dynamic
scheduling. The static scheduling assumes that all imaging
tasks have been submitted before scheduling, and once the
scheduling scheme is produced, it is immutable until all tasks
have been finished. In practice, because of several unexpected
factors, such as a thick cloud cover, resource changes, andnew

tasks arrival, the initial scheduling scheme must be adjusted
dynamically; such scheduling is called dynamic scheduling.
However, either static scheduling or dynamic scheduling is
a complex combination optimization problem that has been
proved to be NP-complete [1].

Over the last several decades, development of methods
to perform satellite mission scheduling has been inten-
sively investigated, most of which are focused on the static
scheme. The algorithms to solve the problem can be mainly
divided into exact methods and approximate methods. The
approximate methods include the intelligent optimization
algorithms and rule-based heuristic algorithms. The exact
methods, such as dynamic programming, the branch-and-
bound algorithm, and the Russian Doll Search, were used
mostly at the early stage of satellite scheduling. Verfaillie et
al. viewed earth observation satellite scheduling as a valued
constraint satisfaction problem and developed the Russian
Doll Search to solve it [2]. Ovacik and Uzsoy decomposed
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the scheduling problem into many subproblems and solved
these subproblems to the optimality by a branch-and-bound
algorithm [3]. Bensana et al. applied a number of global
search approaches, including the depth first branch-and-
bound algorithm, the best first branch-and-bound algorithm,
and the Russian Doll Search, to obtain the solution for
the Spot5 daily scheduling problem [4]. The exact methods
can provide optimal solutions. However, these exact meth-
ods can only solve small-scaled problems. The approximate
methods, that is, the intelligent optimization algorithms and
rule-based heuristic algorithms, are aimed at identifying
good solutions that may not be optimal. The intelligent
optimization algorithms primarily included the Tabu search
algorithm, the genetic algorithm, the evolutionary algorithm,
simulated annealing, the Lagrangian relaxation technique,
and the hybrid ant colony optimizationmethod. Vasquez and
Hao translated the scheduling problem into the well-known
knapsack model. They proposed a Tabu search algorithm
to solve the model [5]. Bianchessi et al. investigated the
scheduling problem for a constellation of agile satellites. A
Tabu search algorithm was devised to produce solutions [6].
Baek et al. applied a new genetic algorithm for simulations of
an actual satellite mission scheduling problem [7]. Mansour
and Dessouky developed a genetic algorithm for solving
the scheduling problem using a new genome representation
for maximizing multicriteria objectives including the profit
and the number of acquired photographs [8]. Globus et al.
hypothesized that evolutionary algorithms can effectively
schedule coordinated fleets of earth observing satellites and
compared the evolutionary algorithm and other methods to
test the hypothesis [9]. Wang et al. proposed a multiobjective
EOS imaging scheduling method based on the Strength
Pareto Evolutionary Algorithm-II [10]. Lin et al. adopted the
Lagrangian relaxation and linear search techniques to solve
the daily imaging scheduling problem to acquire a near-
optimal solution [11]. Wu et al. proposed a hybrid ant colony
optimization mixed with local search to obtain satisfactory
schedules to address the satellite observation scheduling
problem [12]. Zhang et al. presented an algorithm for a
multisatellite control resource scheduling problem based on
ant colony optimization [13]. These intelligent algorithms,
as mentioned above, can be used to obtain near-optimal
solutions for large size problems. In addition, rule-based
heuristic algorithms have been used to solve the satellite
scheduling. Hall and Magazine designed eight heuristic
methods for selecting and scheduling projects to maximize
the value of a spacemission.The computational tests revealed
that these methods routinely delivered very close to optimal
solutions [1]. Wang et al. presented a nonlinear model of the
scheduling problem and developed a priority-based heuristic
with conflict-avoided, limited backtracking and download-
as-needed features to solve it. They found the heuristic
method can produce satisfactory and feasible plans in a
notably short time [14]. The rule-based heuristic methods
are more flexible approaches to obtain satisfactory solutions
that are close to optimal solutions. To summarize, the
approximate methods can provide near-optimal solutions to
large-scaled problems.

However, all of the above research studies only focused
on common tasks in a static environment. Once a schedule is
made, it cannot be changed, which is not feasible in dynamic
environment. For example, when an earthquake occurs, new
emergency tasks with high priority are very difficult to insert
into the scheduling scheme. Therefore, determining how
to schedule new tasks dynamically is critical. The general
method of recent research is to produce a temporary schedule
and then to adjust the schedule as quickly as possible while
maintaining the efficiency and stability of the schedule as
well. Verfaillie and Schiex modeled the dynamic satellite
scheduling as a dynamic constraint satisfaction problem.
They proposed a new method by reusing any previous
solution and producing a new one by local changes on
the previous one [15]. Wu et al. used a hybrid ant colony
optimization method mixed with iteration local search to
obtain a schedule. Next, they proposed a repair method
to schedule emergency tasks [16]. Qiu et al. decomposed
scheduling horizon into a series of static scheduling intervals
and used a rolling horizon strategy to optimize the scheduling
schemes in each interval [17]. Sun et al. described the
dynamic scheduling problemas a dynamicweightedmaximal
constraint satisfaction problem in which constraints can be
changed dynamically [18]. Wang et al. analyzed the dynamic
properties of satellite scheduling and proposed two heuristic
algorithms to schedule new tasks [19]. Wang et al. described
the dynamic scheduling problem with a unified form of
inserting new tasks. Concentrating on how to insert new
tasks in initial schedule, they proposed a rule-based heuristic
algorithm [20]. Wang et al. focused on how to insert new
tasks dynamically in a schedule. These researchers presented
a new dynamic real-time scheduling algorithm considered a
task dynamic merging strategy [21].

Unfortunately, to the best of our knowledge, no work has
been done with respect to the duration of task execution. In
addition, less work considered a task merging mechanism
in dynamic scheduling. Although some traditional merging
methods were studied in a few of previous researches [12, 22–
25], these methods did not take into account the duration of
task execution. As is known, the duration of task execution
indicates how long an imaging task must be observed practi-
cally. Since the length of the available visible time windows
must be larger than the duration of the task, there often
exists some unnecessary time to finish the task. With the
consideration of the duration of task execution, more spare
time in the schedule will exist, which may provide more
imaging opportunities for new tasks. In addition, the task
merging strategy using the duration of task can improve the
number of tasks for the satellite to finish, thereby enabling
many more new tasks to be assigned to an initial schedule.

In this paper, we present a novel two-stage method for
dynamic scheduling of earth observation satellites to address
emergent events bymaking full use of the duration of imaging
task execution. The method is comprised of two stages:
robust satellite scheduling and dynamic adjustment. In the
first stage, we establish a robust satellite scheduling model
that accounts for the total task execution time and use the
multiobjective genetic algorithm NSGA-II to create feasible
initial schemes. In the second stage, we adjust the robust
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Figure 1: Illustration of satellite observing activity.

solution to insert new tasks. The dynamic adjusting rule-
based heuristic algorithm (CTM-DAHA) is designed to get a
satisfactory schedule which generates high revenue and little
disturbance. To improve the imaging efficiency as much as
possible, we propose to embed a compact composite task
merging method that considers task execution time into the
algorithm.

The major contributions of this paper are summarized as
follows. (1) For the first time, the total task execution time
is regarded as an indicator to evaluate the robustness of the
scheduling schemes. (2)Acompact taskmergingmethod that
considers the duration of task execution is embedded into the
dynamic scheduling algorithm.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The
dynamic scheduling problem aswell as the two-stage solution
framework is described in Section 2. In Section 3, we present
the robust satellite scheduling model and algorithm. In
Section 4, we propose a new heuristic algorithm considering
a compact taskmergingmechanism to dynamically adjust the
initial schedule. In Section 5, we conduct experimental simu-
lations and compare different algorithms used for scheduling.
We conclude the paper with a summary in Section 6.

2. Problem Formulation

In current section, we will firstly introduce the process of
satellite observation and task merging method in brief. Then
we describe the problem of dynamic scheduling oriented
emergent events. Moreover, the framework of two-stage
dynamic scheduling method is presented.

2.1. Description of Satellite Observation. The satellite schedul-
ing amounts to a reasonable arrangement of satellites, sen-
sors, time windows, and sensor slewing angle for observation
tasks to maximize one or more objectives, for example, the
overall observation profit, when subject to related constraints.

As shown in Figure 1, the EOS operates in space in a certain
orbit. When the EOS flies over the target area, its sensor is
opened to take the image. We assume that the sensors of the
EOSs considered in our study are able to slew laterally. A
target is termed as a task in this paper. As the imaging process
will last a few seconds, it will produce a strip that covers the
target. The strip of EOS can be formed on the ground by the
subsatellite point of satellite as well as the field of view of the
sensor, the slewing angle of the sensor, and the observation
duration. The observation duration indicates how long an
imaging task must be observed practically. It depends on the
satellite’s travelling speed, the sensor’s scanning speed, and
the ground strip to be scanned. A task must be imaged by
the satellite within the available time windows. Taking as an
example task 𝑡

3
, at the moment 𝑡 = ws, task 𝑡

3
begins to

appear in the scope of the EOS, and, with the movement of
the EOS, 𝑡

3
disappears at the moment 𝑡 = we. Therefore,

the EOS can observe task 𝑡
3
between ws and we; that is,

[ws,we] is a time window of 𝑡
3
. The time windows (as well

as slewing angle) between the satellite and the task can be
computed based on orbit parameters. Because the length of
the available visible time window must be larger than the
duration of the task, there exists unnecessary time within
the window to finish the task. With the consideration of the
duration of task execution, more spare time in the schedule
will exist, whichmay providemore imaging opportunities for
new tasks. Therefore, we view the duration of task execution
as an important factor.

If two or more targets are geographically adjacent, we
can rationally tune the slewing angle and the observation
duration of the sensor to enable an observation strip to
cover them. In other words, multiple tasks can be merged
into a composite task. Tasks 𝑡

1
and 𝑡
2
can be merged and

completed by one observation activity just as Figure 1 shows.
Although there are some traditional merging methods in a
few previous researches which considered a task merging
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Figure 2: The framework of the two-stage dynamic scheduling approach.

mechanism [12, 22–25], the duration of task execution, to
the best of our knowledge, is out of consideration. By
considering the duration of task execution, we propose a
new compact task merging method to construct the so-
called compact composite tasks in this paper. Specifically,
a compact composite task is characterized by the smallest
slewing angle, the shortest duration of task execution, and
the most compact time window. We describe the details of
compact task merging method in Section 4.2.

2.2. Dynamic Scheduling. The static scheduling problem is
focused on common tasks, which primarily are periodic in
a static environment. Once a schedule is made, it cannot be
changed until all of the scheduled tasks are completed. Com-
pared to the problem of static satellite mission scheduling,
dynamic scheduling oriented emergent events means that
there are a number of emergency tasks that must be allo-
cated dynamically. Dynamic scheduling is a more complex
combination optimization problem. A general solution to
the problem is dynamically adjusting the initial scheduling

scheme SS which is generated in advance to produce a
new schedule SS∗ containing new tasks. In addition to the
objective of high revenue, we have to consider the robustness
of the scheduling scheme SS. Usually the dynamic scheduling
problem needs to satisfy two objectives: to maximize the
revenue and to minimize the perturbation to the previous
scheduling [19, 20].

To maintain high revenue of the adjusted scheduling
scheme and to minimize the difference between the adjusted
schedule and the initial schedule, we account for the robust-
ness of the schedule and propose a two-stage method, which
includes robust satellite scheduling and dynamic adjustment.
In each stage, the duration of task execution is used.

As shown in Figure 2, the proposed approach to the
dynamic scheduling of satellites consists of two stages: robust
satellite scheduling and dynamic adjustment. In the robust
satellite scheduling stage, we establish a robust satellite
scheduling model with three objectives considering both
revenue and robustness. Two of the objectives are related to
robustness: optimization of the total task execution time and
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optimization of the neighborhood-based robust indicator.
To solve the model, the multiobjective genetic algorithm
NSGA-II is used to obtain robust solutions. In the dynamic
adjustment stage, with the arrival of emergency tasks, we
dynamically adjust the initial scheduling scheme SS gen-
erated in the first stage. Four methods are used to insert
new tasks: compact task merging considering the duration of
task execution, direct insertion, insertion by rearranging, and
insertion by deleting. Finally, a rule-based heuristic algorithm
is designed to get the adjusted scheduling scheme SS∗.

3. Robust Satellite Scheduling

Focusing on the common tasks, the robust satellite schedul-
ing model considering both revenue and robustness is
constructed in the first stage. It is worth mentioning that
we view the total task execution time as another objective
to evaluate the robustness of schedule. The multiobjective
genetic algorithm NSGA-II is applied to solve the model to
get feasible initial schedules.

3.1. Model. Given a set of imaging tasks onmultiple satellites,
a satellite scheduling scheme consists of a subset of tasks
to be executed on specific satellites with specific time spans
by maximizing objectives while simultaneously satisfying
some given constraint conditions. As a result, the satellite
scheduling problem usually consists of five parts: tasks,
satellite resources, opportunities, objectives, and constraints.
In the first stage, the robust satellite scheduling model built
in the paper consists of three objectives, that is, maximum
revenue 𝑅(SS), maximum value of the neighborhood-based
robust indicator𝑁(SS), and minimum total duration of task
execution 𝑇(SS), and four constraints, that is, uniqueness
constraint, switch time constraint, time window constraint,
and imaging time constraint.

(1) Tasks. Consider 𝑇 = {𝑡1, 𝑡2, . . . , 𝑡𝑁}, where 𝑁 is the
number of tasks. Each task 𝑡

𝑖
∈ 𝑇 has a weight 𝑝

𝑖
, an

indispensable duration of task execution 𝑑
𝑖
. We assume that

all tasks are point targets; that is, each target is viewed as a
point that can be observed by a single observations trip.

(2) Satellite Resources. Consider 𝑆 = {𝑠1, 𝑠2, . . . , 𝑠𝑀}, where𝑀
is the satellite number. Each satellite 𝑠𝑗 ∈ 𝑆 can be denoted
by 𝑠𝑗 = (Δ𝜃𝑗, Δ𝑑𝑗, sl𝑗, st𝑗,msg𝑗, orb𝑗, duty𝑗) to describe its
observation capability. The related notations are defined as
follows:

Δ𝜃𝑗: the field of view (FOV), which describes the
angle range that a lens of the sensor can image;

Δ𝑑
𝑗: the longest duration allowed for a continuous

observation;

sl𝑗: slewing rate, that is, the time consumed for each
angle of satellite slewing;

st𝑗: attitude stability time, which describes the
required time after adjusting the posture of satellite
𝑗;

msg𝑗: maximum slewing angle, which reflects the
observation capability of the satellite 𝑗;

orb𝑗: the duration satellite 𝑗 that circles the earth each
time;

duty𝑗: the longest time for satellite 𝑗 opening its sensor
in each orbit.

(3) Available Opportunities. The opportunities include time
windows and slewing angles. AO𝑗

𝑖
= {ao𝑗

𝑖1
, ao𝑗
𝑖2, . . . , ao

𝑗

𝑖𝐾𝑖𝑗
}

is the set of available opportunities of task 𝑡
𝑖
on satellite 𝑠𝑗.

For a given available opportunity ao𝑗
𝑖𝑘
, it is represented by

ao𝑗
𝑖𝑘

= {[ws𝑗
𝑖𝑘
,we𝑗
𝑖𝑘
], 𝜃
𝑗

𝑖𝑘
}, where ws𝑗

𝑖𝑘
and we𝑗

𝑖𝑘
denote the

start time and end time, respectively, of the time window
𝑊
𝑗

𝑖𝑘
and 𝜃𝑗
𝑖𝑘
is the ideal slewing angle, as depicted in Figure 1.

𝑊
𝑗

𝑖
= ∪
𝑘∈[1,...,𝐾𝑖𝑗]𝑊

𝑗

𝑖𝑘
is the set of time windows of task 𝑖 on

satellite 𝑗.

(4) Objectives. There are three objectives, that is, maximum
revenue 𝑅(SS), maximum value of the neighborhood-based
robust indicator𝑁(SS), and minimum total duration of task
execution 𝑇(SS), in the robust scheduling model built in the
paper.

The primary objective is to maximize the revenue mea-
sured by the sum of weights of all the scheduled tasks

max : 𝑅 (SS) =
𝑁

∑
𝑖=1

𝑀

∑
𝑗=1

𝐾𝑖𝑗

∑
𝑘=1
𝑥
𝑗

𝑖,𝑘
𝑝
𝑖
, (1)

where 𝑥𝑗
𝑖,𝑘

is the decision variable that can be either 1 if the
task 𝑖 is executed by the satellite 𝑗 in the 𝑘th time window or
0 otherwise.

Let 𝑦
𝑖
be the parameter that indicates whether the task

𝑡
𝑖
∈ SS can be rearranged in another timeslot

𝑦
𝑖

=
{

{

{

1, if task 𝑡
𝑖
can be rearranged in another timeslot

0, otherwise.

(2)

The second objective is called the neighborhood-based
robust indicator [26]. We define this objective as the total
revenue of the scheduled tasks that can be reassigned into
other timeslots in the schedule. This objective measures the
ability of a scheduling scheme to rearrange the scheduled
tasks.The higher the value of the neighborhood-based robust
indicator, the more the possibility for the rearrangement of
the scheduled tasks. Therefore, we maximize the value of the
neighborhood-based robust indicator

max : 𝑁 (SS) =
𝑁

∑
𝑖=1

𝑀

∑
𝑗=1

𝐾𝑖𝑗

∑
𝑘=1
𝑝
𝑖
×𝑥
𝑗

𝑖,𝑘
×𝑦
𝑖
. (3)
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Figure 3: Illustration of the earliest time and the latest time of scheduled task 𝑖 for satellite 𝑗.

Moreover, another robust indicator is the total task
execution time. This indicator can reflect the ability of a
scheduling scheme to accept new tasks. If the total task
execution time is shorter, then there will be more spare time
that may provide more imaging opportunities for new tasks.
Thus, the last objective is to minimize the total duration of
the scheduled tasks

min : 𝑇 (SS) =
𝑁

∑
𝑖=1

𝑀

∑
𝑗=1

𝐾𝑖𝑗

∑
𝑘=1
𝑥
𝑗

𝑖,𝑘
𝑑
𝑖
. (4)

(5) Constraints. In addition to achieving the objectives, four
constraints must be simultaneously satisfied in the model.

Because each task should be performed no more than
once by all satellites, therefore, we have the following unique-
ness constraint:

𝑀

∑
𝑗=1

𝐾𝑖𝑗

∑
𝑘=1
𝑥
𝑗

𝑖,𝑘
≤ 1. (5)

Any two consecutive tasks 𝑡
𝑢
, 𝑡V ∈ 𝑇 assigned to the same

satellite 𝑠𝑗 should have an adequate transmission time for
sensor adjusting and stabilizing gesture. Therefore, we have
the switch time constraint

ts𝑗
𝑢
+𝑑
𝑢
+ 𝑠
𝑗

𝑢,V ≤ ts𝑗V, (6)

where ts𝑗
𝑢
denotes the beginning time of task 𝑡

𝑢
and tr𝑗

𝑢,V =

sl𝑗 × |𝜃𝑗V − 𝜃𝑗
𝑢
| + st𝑗 denotes the transmission time between

tasks 𝑡
𝑢
and 𝑡V.

The decision variable 𝑥𝑗
𝑖,𝑘

indicates whether the task 𝑖 is
executed. For each scheduled task in SS, its beginning time
and slewing angle must be determined. All the scheduled
tasks form a scheduling scheme SS = ∪

𝑗∈[1,𝑀]𝑇
𝑗, where 𝑇𝑗 is

a sequence of the scheduled tasks ordered in time for satellite
𝑗. Because the length of the time window of a task must be
larger than the duration of the task, the start time of the task

is flexible.The beginning time usually ranges from the earliest
start time to the latest start time. Taking as an example task
𝑡
𝑖
∈ 𝑇𝑗, the start time ts𝑗

𝑖
is related to the time window, the

prior task 𝑡
𝑗
, and the next task 𝑡

𝑘
of 𝑡
𝑖
in the sequence 𝑇𝑗, as

shown in Figure 3. We assume that the available opportunity
ao𝑗
𝑖
= {[ws𝑗

𝑖
,we𝑗
𝑖
], 𝜃
𝑗

𝑖
} is chosen to arrange task 𝑡

𝑖
. Thus, the

slewing angle of the task is 𝜃𝑗
𝑖
and the start time of the task is

ts𝑗
𝑖
∈ [ES𝑗
𝑖
, LS𝑗
𝑖
], where ES𝑗

𝑖
= max(ES𝑗

𝑗
+ 𝑑
𝑗
+ tr
𝑗,𝑖
,ws𝑗
𝑖
) is the

earliest start time and LS𝑗
𝑖
= min(LS𝑗

𝑘
− tr
𝑖,𝑘
− 𝑑
𝑖
,we𝑗
𝑖
− 𝑑
𝑖
) is

the latest start time.
If any task is executed, then the execution time should

be within its time windows. Hence, we have time window
constraint

𝑥
𝑗

𝑖,𝑘
(ts𝑗
𝑖
−ws𝑗
𝑖𝑘
) ≥ 0,

𝑥
𝑗

𝑖,𝑘
(ts𝑗
𝑖
+𝑑
𝑖
−we𝑗
𝑖𝑘
) ≤ 0.

(7)

The total imaging time of any satellite should be less
than the allowable longest imaging time of its sensor during
any period time of orb𝑗. Let the scheduling period be [𝑏, 𝑓].
Hereby, we have the imaging time constraint

∑

𝑖∈𝑇
𝑗

𝑡
𝑏

𝑑
𝑖
≤ duty𝑗, (8)

where 𝑇𝑗
𝑡𝑏
denotes a sequence of scheduled tasks on satellite

𝑗 which flies during the time span [𝑡
𝑏
, 𝑡
𝑏
+ orb𝑗], where 𝑡

𝑏
∈

[𝑏, 𝑓 − orb𝑗].

3.2. Multiobjective Genetic Algorithm. To address the mul-
tiobjective optimization model, the multiobjective genetic
algorithm NSGA-II is used in this paper. NSGA-II is a
multiobjective genetic algorithm that is based on the Pareto
front. The algorithm has a clear direction for the selection of
the elite, which must be retained in each generation so that
the groups converge rapidly and are distributed evenly.
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Firstly, we make clear some terms that will be referred to
in the algorithm. Considering the multiobjective minimiza-
tion problem in the general form, we define the following
definitions [27].

Definition 1 (Pareto dominance). Vector 𝑢 = (𝑢1, 𝑢2, . . . , 𝑢𝑘)
superior to vector V = (V1, V2, . . . , V𝑘) means that ∀𝑖 ∈

(1, 2, . . . , 𝑘) has 𝑢
𝑖
< V
𝑖
, and ∃𝑖 ∈ (1, 2, . . . , 𝑘) makes 𝑢

𝑖
< V
𝑖

record as 𝑢
𝑖
≺ V
𝑖
, also called vector 𝑢 dominating vector V.

Definition 2 (Pareto optimality). The idea that a candidate
solution x ∈ Ω is the optimal solution of Pareto means that
x ∈ Ω makes 𝐹(𝑥) ≺ 𝐹(𝑥). x is a 𝑘-dimensional decision
variable in the decision space, and 𝐹(𝑥) is an objective space.

Definition 3 (Pareto optimal set). Consider

𝑃 = {𝑥 ∈Ω | ¬∃𝑥

∈Ω st 𝐹 (𝑥) ≺𝐹 (𝑥)} . (9)

Definition 4 (Pareto front). Consider

PF = {𝐹 (𝑥) | 𝑥 ∈ 𝑃} . (10)

Definition 5 (nondominated sorting). Population 𝑄 is
divided into different Pareto fronts depending on the
dominance degree. Individuals in each subpopulation 𝑄

𝑗
are

noninferior solutions of this subpopulation. No individual is
more dominant than the other individuals.The set of the first
front is that 𝑄

1
is the best nondominated set in population

𝑄. The secondary nondominated set in population𝑄 belongs
to 𝑄
2
, and so on.

Definition 6 (crowding distance). The crowding distance
approaches aim to obtain a uniform spread of solutions along

the best-known Pareto front without using a fitness sharing
parameter.We compute the crowding distance as follows [28].

Step 1. Rank the population and identify the nondominated
fronts 𝐹

1
, 𝐹
2
, . . . , 𝐹

𝑅
. For each front 𝑗 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑅, repeat

Steps 2 and 3.

Step 2. For each objective function 𝑘, sort the solutions in 𝐹
𝑗

in the ascending order. Let 𝑙 = |𝐹
𝑗
| and 𝑥

𝑖,𝑘
represent the

𝑖th solution in the sorted list with respect to the objective
function 𝑘. Assign 𝑑

𝑘
(𝑥1,𝑘) = ∞ and 𝑑

𝑘
(𝑥
𝑙,𝑘
) = ∞, and for

𝑖 = 2, 3, . . . , 𝑙 − 1 assign

𝑑
𝑘
(𝑥
𝑖,𝑘
) =

𝑓
𝑘
(𝑥
𝑖+1,𝑘) − 𝑓𝑘 (𝑥𝑖−1,𝑘)

𝑓max
𝑘

− 𝑓min
𝑘

. (11)

Step 3. To find the total crowding distance 𝑑(𝑥) of a solution
x, sum the solution’s crowding distances with respect to each
objective, 𝑑(𝑥) = ∑

𝑘
𝑑
𝑘
(𝑥).

After clarifying these definitions, we describe the com-
ponents of our algorithm: the coding, the initialization
population algorithm, and the genetic operators, that is, the
selection operator, the crossover operator, and the mutation
operator in the following.

(1) The Coding. The proposed chromosome representation is
comprised of a number of genes which is a permutation list of
the candidate tasks.The first gene and the last gene on a chro-
mosome are virtual tasks, which are used tomark the position
where the chromosome begins and ends. Each gene holds a
constant structure to store the information of the correspond-
ing task (Figure 5). Take, for example, the task 7 on chromo-
some 2. As shown in Figure 4, the allele values of 7, 12908,
12949, 12908, 12927, 19, 3, and 2 represent the task ID, the
start time of the time window of the task, the end time of the
time window of the task, the start observing time of the task,
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the finish observing time of the task, the duration of the task,
the previous task, and the next task, respectively.

(2) Initialization Population Algorithm. We use a random
generation strategy to generate the initial population.

Step 1. Initialize the task ID 𝑖 = 1 and individual ID 𝑗 = 1. Set
𝑀 as the size of population and 𝑛

𝑡
as the number of tasks.

Step 2. Initialize the first individual 𝐼
𝑗
= 0 and then randomly

sort the task set.

Step 3. Select task 𝑖 as a candidate.

Step 4. Set the number of time windows of task 𝑖 on all
satellites as |𝑊

𝑖
|. If |𝑊

𝑖
| = 0, then go to Step 7; else randomly

sort the time windows of task 𝑖. Set 𝑘 = 1.

Step 5. Select 𝑊
𝑖𝑘
as a candidate; if 𝑊

𝑖𝑘
satisfies constraints

(6)–(8), then insert it into 𝐼
𝑗
, update the start time and finish

time of task 𝑖 in 𝐼
𝑗
, and then go to Step 7.

Step 6. Let 𝑘 = 𝑘 + 1; if 𝑘 ≤ |𝑊
𝑖
|, then go to Step 5.

Step 7. Let 𝑖 = 𝑖 + 1; if 𝑖 > 𝑛
𝑡
, turn to Step 8; else, turn to Step

3.

Step 8. Let 𝑗 = 𝑗 + 1; if 𝑗 ≤ 𝑀, then set 𝑖 = 1 and go to Step 2;
else end the initialization.

(3) Selection. We use the tournament selection operator
to select two individuals from the population. Next, the
individual that dominates the other is selected.

(4) Crossover. We use single-point crossover as a means to
mate the parent chromosomes. Single-point crossover selects
a locus in the two parent chromosomes, which is called
the crossover point. In the paper, we select the first gene
on the second chromosome as a crossover point. After this
point is chosen, the string of genes prior to the crossover
point in parent chromosome 1 and parent chromosome 2 is
transposed. If there are two identical genes on the offspring
chromosome 1 and the offspring chromosome 2, then the
gene that is located on the offspring chromosome 1 is deleted.
Compared to the parent chromosome, some of the missing
genes are inserted into the offspring chromosome. Figure 6
shows an example of the crossover.

(5) Mutation. According to the property that a task may have
multiple available opportunities, we design the single-point
mutation operator. In the algorithm, themutation probability
is set to 0.01. The process of the mutation operation on a
chromosome is described as follows.

Step 1. Sort the sequence of tasks in task set 𝑇 randomly and
then take the serial number 𝑖 of the task in the queue in order.

Step 2. Compute the number of available opportunities |𝑊
𝑖
|

for task 𝑖.

Step 3. If |𝑊
𝑖
| = 0, then 𝑖 = 𝑖 + 1 and go to Step 2.

Step 4. If there exists task 𝑖 on the chromosome, then check
if it can be rearranged to another position. If it can be moved,
then rearrange it to the other position; else remove it from the
chromosome. End.

Step 5. If task 𝑖 is not located on a chromosome, attempt to
insert the task into the chromosome. If successful, then end;
else 𝑖 = 𝑖 + 1 and go to Step 2.

Finally, the process of the multiobjective genetic algo-
rithm is given as follows [29].

Step 1. Set the parameters of the population size 𝑀, the
maximum number of iterations 𝑇, and the current number
of iteration times 𝑡 = 0. Design the individual genetic code of
the solution. Randomly generate initial population 𝑃

𝑡
.

Step 2. Conduct the selection, crossover, and mutation oper-
ators on population 𝑃

𝑡
to generate new populations 𝑄

𝑡
. Set

𝑃
𝑡+1 = 0, and set the counter 𝑖 = 1.

Step 3. Conduct nondominated sorting on populations 𝑅
𝑡
=

𝑃
𝑡
∪ 𝑄
𝑡
and obtain the Pareto front 𝐹 = (𝐹1, 𝐹2 . . .) of 𝑅𝑡.

Step 4. Let 𝑃
𝑡+1 = 𝑃

𝑡+1 ∪ 𝐹𝑖, 𝑖 = 𝑖 + 1.

Step 5. If |𝑃
𝑡+1| + |𝐹𝑖| < 𝑀, then go to Step 4; if |𝑃

𝑡+1| + |𝐹𝑖| =

𝑀, then go to Step 7.

Step 6. Calculate the crowding distance of individuals in
𝐹
𝑖
. Next, select noninferior individuals according to the

ascending order of the crowding distances. The number of
selected individuals is |𝑀 − |𝑃

𝑡+1||, where 𝑃𝑡+1 = 𝑃
𝑡+1 ∪ 𝐹𝑖[1 :

|𝑀 − |𝑃
𝑡+1||].

Step 7. Let 𝑡 = 𝑡 + 1; if 𝑡 < 𝑇 and 𝑃
𝑡
∩ 𝑃
𝑡−1 ̸= 𝑃

𝑡−1, then go to
Step 2.

Step 8. Output the nondominated Pareto solutions and then
decode them.

Using the multiobjective genetic algorithm NSGA-II,
we obtain feasible initial schedules. Each schedule is the
sequence of tasks ordered in time for the EOSs.

4. Dynamic Adjustment

The initial schedule, which is produced in the first stage,
needs uploading. The interval time between schedule build-
ing and uploading depends on the practical needs. Suppose
a number of emergency tasks arrive after the schedule
uploading. In this case, the initial schedule must be adjusted.
A new schedule SS ismade by adjusting the initial scheduling
scheme dynamically with the arrival of new emergency tasks.
The process of adjustment is the second stage of satellite
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Figure 6: Crossover operator.

dynamic scheduling. When dynamically adjusting the initial
schedule, the solution stability is an important problem.
Although we can completely reschedule the initial scheme to
obtain the optimal income, it may result in the phenomenon
of “shock” for the scheme. Tominimize the disturbance to the
initial schemewhilemaintaining high revenue, we designed a
rule-based heuristic algorithm. For the purpose of increasing
the number of scheduled tasks, a novel compact taskmerging
method considering the duration of task execution is pro-
posed.

4.1. Rule-Based Heuristic Algorithm. In the stage of dynamic
adjustment, with the arrival of new emergency tasks 𝑇𝐸 =

{𝑡
𝑁+1, 𝑡𝑁+2, . . . , 𝑡𝑁+𝑁𝐸}, we expect that the optimal solution

satisfies two objectives: (1)maximum revenue

max : 𝑅 (SS∗) =
𝑁+𝑁

𝐸

∑
𝑖=1

𝑀

∑
𝑗=1

𝐾𝑖𝑗

∑
𝑘=1
𝑥
𝑗

𝑖,𝑘
𝑝
𝑖

(12)

and (2) minimum difference between the adjusted schedule
SS∗ and the initial schedule SS

max : SS
∗
∩ SS (13)

while satisfying the four constraints which are represented by
(5)–(8).

When assigning dynamic tasks to a schedule, besides
high revenue, schedule stability is very important. In prac-
tice, satellite scheduling is a complicated process. A certain
amount of time is required to upload an instruction to a
satellite with special equipment within limited visible time
windows [19, 20]. Once the scheduling scheme is modified
on a large scale, there may be a series of influences on
the decision of users. Although higher revenue may be
obtained by complete rescheduling, the excessive changes
may cause substantial operational issues. In addition, such
excessive changes may lead to a large-scale adjustment for
the scheduling scheme, which results in the phenomenon of
“shock” for the scheduling scheme.
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Figure 7: The process of inserting a new task.

The two objectives of the algorithm are incompatible
to some extent. That is, the adjusted schedule that has the
maximum revenue may differ greatly from the initial one.
To achieve satisfactory solutions, the rule-based heuristic
algorithms are feasible algorithms. Therefore, in this paper,
we design a dynamic adjusting rule-based heuristic algo-
rithm considering compact task merging (CTM-DAHA). To
accommodate the new tasks into the initial schedule, four
methods are used: task merging, direct insertion, insertion
by rearranging, and insertion by deleting. Figure 7 shows for
a given new task how to insert it into the schedule.

The design of the heuristic rules of CTM-DAHA is as
follows.

Heuristic rule 1: select a new task from 𝑇
𝐸 to insert

according to the needs of the tasks from high to low.The need
of an observation task indicates how badly the task needs to
be performed [30]. The need is defined as

Need (𝑡
𝑖
) =

𝑝
𝑖

AO𝑖

. (14)

Heuristic rule 2: if there is more than one time window
of a new task, then select time windows to perform the task
according to the contention, ranked from low to high.

For a given time window 𝑤, we could measure the
contention by counting the number of tasks that need that
time window, weighted by the weights of the tasks:

contention (𝑤) = ∑
𝑡𝑖∈𝑇(𝑤)

𝑝 (𝑡
𝑖
) , (15)

where 𝑇(𝑤) is the set of tasks 𝑡
𝑖
that could be performed at

any moment within time window𝑤 and 𝑝(𝑡
𝑖
) is the weight of

the tasks 𝑡
𝑖
.

Heuristic rule 3: for a given task, if its multiple time
windows 𝑊 have the same contention, then select the time
window according to the associated slewing angle, ranked
from small to large.

Heuristic rule 4: for a given task, if its multiple time
windows 𝑊 have the same contention and the associated
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Figure 9: Inserting a new task directly into the initial scheme.

slewing angles are equal, then select the timewindow that has
the earliest start time.

Heuristic rule 5: for a given task associated with a time
window, there are four methods that can be used to schedule
the task into the initial schedule: (1) insertion by task
merging; (2) direct insertion; (3) insertion by rearranging; (4)
insertion by deleting.

(1) Insertion by Task Merging. For a given task, we first
determine if it can merge with any other existing task in
the schedule. As shown in Figure 8, new tasks 𝑡

𝑖
and 𝑡
𝑏
can

be constructed as a compact composite task 𝑡
𝑖,𝑏

on satellite
𝑠1.

(2) Direct Insertion. When task merging fails, the task will be
inserted into a free timeslot directly if it does not conflict with
any other task in the time window. As shown in Figure 9, task
𝑡
𝑖
can be inserted directly.

(3) Insertion by Rearranging. When inserting a new task
𝑡
𝑖
directly fails, 𝑡

𝑖
conflicts with one or more scheduled

tasks in a specific time window 𝑤. The set 𝑇𝐶
𝑖

is defined
as the conflicting tasks of task 𝑖. If each task 𝑡

𝑗
∈ 𝑇𝐶
𝑖
can

be rearranged in another timeslot, then the task 𝑡
𝑖
can be

inserted into the time window 𝑤. To rearrange conflicting
tasks, we employ the repair search method [18]. As shown
in Figure 10, task 𝑡

𝑖
conflicts with scheduled task 𝑡

𝑐
on 𝑠1.

Task 𝑡
𝑐
is reassigned on another timeslot on 𝑠2 and task 𝑡

𝑖
is

inserted on 𝑠1 in the schedule.

(4) Insertion by Deleting. When inserting a new task 𝑡
𝑖
by

rearranging fails, if the property of 𝑡
𝑖
is larger than the

total properties of the conflicting tasks, then the new task
is assigned while the conflicting tasks are removed from
the schedule. As shown in Figure 11, 𝑡

𝑐
is removed from the

schedule and 𝑡
𝑖
is assigned.

The procedure of the rule-based heuristic algorithm is
described as in Algorithm 1.

4.2. Compact TaskMergingMethod. If two ormore targets are
geographically adjacent, we can rationally tune the slewing
angle and the observation duration of the sensor to enable
an observation strip to cover them. In other words, the tasks
in the same swath of a sensor may be merged into one
composite task. For the purpose of improving the imaging
opportunities of the new tasks, a task merging strategy is
required. By considering the duration of task execution, we
employ a new compact taskmergingmethod to construct the
so-called compact composite tasks in this paper.

When a task merging mechanism is embedded into
the schedule scheme, we must judge when two tasks can
be combined into a composite task and determine how to
construct a composite task.
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Suppose there are two tasks 𝑡
𝑖
and 𝑡
𝑗
that could be imaged

by satellite 𝑗. And ao
𝑖
= {[ws

𝑖
,we
𝑖
], 𝜃
𝑖
} ∈ AO𝑗

𝑖
is an available

opportunity of task 𝑡
𝑖
. Accordingly, ao

𝑗
= {[ws

𝑗
,we
𝑗
], 𝜃
𝑗
} ∈

AO𝑗
𝑗
is an available opportunity of task 𝑡

𝑗
.

According to the traditional merging idea, two tasks 𝑡
𝑖

and 𝑡
𝑗
can be combined into a composite task 𝑡

𝑖,𝑗
if and only

if the following condition must hold [12, 22–25]:

max {we
𝑖
,we
𝑗
} −min {ws

𝑖
,ws
𝑗
} ≤ Δ𝑑,


𝜃
𝑖
− 𝜃
𝑗


≤ Δ𝜃,

(16)

where Δ𝑑 and Δ𝜃 are the longest open time and field of view
of sensor on satellite 𝑗, respectively. The time window and
slewing angle of composite task 𝑡

𝑖,𝑗
are calculated as

𝑊
𝑖,𝑗
= [min {ws

𝑖
,w𝑠
𝑗
} ,max {we

𝑖
,we
𝑗
}] ,

𝜃
𝑖,𝑗
=
𝜃
𝑖
+ 𝜃
𝑗

2
.

(17)

We call these tasks metatasks if they can be combined
into one composite task. The composite task obtained by the
above task merging method is traditionally characterized as

the union of visible timewindows andmean of slewing angles
of its metatasks. Since the length of a visible time window
must be larger than the observation duration of task, there
often exists some unnecessary time to finish merged tasks
according to the traditional task merging strategy. Therefore,
the duration of task execution is an important factor in task
merging. By considering the duration of task execution, we
employ a new compact task merging method.

Without loss of generality, between two tasks 𝑡
𝑖
and 𝑡
𝑗
, the

window start timews
𝑖
of task 𝑡

𝑖
is assumed to be not later than

that of task 𝑡
𝑗
in the following.

Theorem 7. Two feasible tasks 𝑡
𝑖
and 𝑡
𝑗
can be combined into

a compact composite task 𝑡
𝑖,𝑗
if and only if they satisfy

(𝑤𝑠
𝑗
+𝑑
𝑗
) − (𝑤𝑒

𝑖
−𝑑
𝑖
) ≤ Δ𝑑, (18)


𝜃
𝑖
− 𝜃
𝑗


≤ Δ𝜃. (19)

Equation (18) is time window constraint. As shown in
Figure 12(b), we illustrate the case that two time windows of
tasks have intersection. In fact, three types of temporal rela-
tionships exist between the time windows of two tasks, that is,
disjoint, intersected, and containing. The details are presented
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(1) sort the new emergency task set 𝑇𝐸 according to the needs of the tasks
(2) for all 𝑖 ∈ [𝑁 + 1, . . . , 𝑁 + 𝑁

𝐸
], do

(3) for all 𝑗 ∈ [1, . . . ,𝑀], do
(4) compute all available opportunities for task 𝑖 on satellite 𝑗
(5) end for
(6) compute the number of available opportunities |𝑊

𝑖
| for task 𝑖

(7) end for
(8) while 𝑇𝐸 ̸= ⌀ do
(9) set SS = SS
(10) take the serial number 𝑖 of the first task in the queue
(11) if |𝑊

𝑖
| > 1 do

(12) calculate contention(𝑊
𝑖
)

(13) sort the set𝑊
𝑖
based on Heuristic rule 2, rule 3, and rule 4

(14) end if
(15) for 𝑘 ∈ [1, 2, . . . , |𝑊

𝑖
|] do

(16) for all scheduled tasks in SS do
(17) if 𝑤

𝑖𝑘
can be merged with the time window of a scheduled task 𝑡

𝑗

(18) construct a compact composite task 𝑡
𝑖𝑗
between 𝑡

𝑖
and 𝑡
𝑗

(19) remove task 𝑖 from 𝑇
𝐸

(20) goto step (8)
(21) end if
(22) end for
(23) end for
(24) for 𝑘 ∈ [1, 2, . . . , |𝑊

𝑖
|] do

(25) if 𝑤
𝑖𝑘
can be inserted into SS directly do

(26) insert 𝑡
𝑖
and determine the earliest start time ES𝑗

𝑖
and the latest start time LS𝑗

𝑖
of 𝑡
𝑖

(27) remove task 𝑖 from 𝑇𝐸

(28) goto step (8)
(29) end if
(30) end for
(31) for 𝑘 ∈ [1, 2, . . . , |𝑊

𝑖
|] do

(32) for all scheduled tasks in SS do
(33) if 𝑤

𝑖𝑘
can be inserted into SS by rearranging the conflict-tasks

(34) rearrange the conflict-tasks in SS

(35) insert 𝑡
𝑖
and determine the earliest start time ES𝑗

𝑖
and the latest start time LS𝑗

𝑖
of 𝑡
𝑖

(36) remove task 𝑖 from 𝑇𝐸

(37) goto step (8)
(38) end if
(39) else
(40) if the weight of 𝑡

𝑖
is larger than the total priorities of conflict-tasks

(41) remove the conflict-tasks of 𝑡
𝑖
from SS

(42) insert 𝑡
𝑖
and determine the earliest start time ES𝑗

𝑖
and the latest start time LS𝑗

𝑖
of 𝑡
𝑖

(43) remove task 𝑖 from 𝑇𝐸

(44) goto step (8)
(45) end if
(46) else
(47) remove task 𝑖 from 𝑇𝐸

(48) goto step (8)
(49) end for
(50) end for
(51) end while

Algorithm 1
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Figure 12: Task merging constraints.

in Section 2 in Supplementary File (see SupplementaryMaterial
available online at http://dx.doi.org/10.1155/2015/731734).

Equation (19) is slewing angle constraint. It is shown in
Figure 12(a) that tasks 𝑡

𝑖
and 𝑡
𝑗
must be located in the same

swath of the sensor.

Theorem 8. If two feasible tasks 𝑡
𝑖
and 𝑡
𝑗
can be merged into

a compact composite task 𝑡
𝑖,𝑗
, then its time window 𝑊

𝑖,𝑗
=

[𝑤𝑠
𝑖,𝑗
, 𝑤𝑒
𝑖,𝑗
] should range from

𝑤𝑠
𝑖,𝑗
=
{

{

{

𝑤𝑒
𝑖
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𝑖
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𝑖
, 𝑑
𝑗
)
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𝑗
,max (𝑤𝑠

𝑖
, 𝑤𝑠
𝑗
+ 𝑑
𝑗
− 𝑑
𝑖
)} , 𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒

(20)

to

𝑤𝑒
𝑖,𝑗
=
{

{

{

𝑤
𝑗
+ 𝑑
𝑗
, 𝑖𝑓


𝑊
𝑖
∩𝑊
𝑗
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𝑖
, 𝑑
𝑗
)
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𝑖
− 𝑑
𝑖
, 𝑤𝑒
𝑗
− 𝑑
𝑗
) +max (𝑑

𝑖
, 𝑑
𝑗
) , 𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒

(21)

and its indispensable duration of task execution should be
𝑑
𝑖,𝑗

=
{

{

{

𝑤𝑠
𝑗
+ 𝑑
𝑗
− (𝑤𝑒

𝑖
− 𝑑
𝑖
) , 𝑖𝑓


𝑊
𝑖
∩𝑊
𝑗
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𝑖
, 𝑑
𝑗
)

max (𝑑
𝑖
, 𝑑
𝑗
) , 𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒

(22)

and the slewing angle is given by

𝜃
𝑖,𝑗
=

{{{{{{{{{{{{

{{{{{{{{{{{{

{
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𝑖
−
Δ𝜃
𝑠

2
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𝑖
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𝜃
𝑗
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𝑖
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2
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 .

(23)

Proof. Please refer to Sections 2 and 3 of the Supplementary
File for the detailed proof.

5. Experimental Simulation and Discussion

In this section, we test our model and algorithm by exper-
imental simulations. For convenience, the robust satellite
scheduling model with three objectives proposed in our
paper is called RSSM3, while the robust satellite scheduling
model without the objective of total task execution time is
called RSSM2.

RSSM3 is the robust satellite scheduling model that
consists of three objectives: the maximum revenue 𝑅(SS), the
maximum value of the neighborhood-based robust indicator
𝑁(SS), and the minimum total duration of task execution
𝑇(SS).
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Table 1: Parameters of satellites.

Parameters 𝑠1 𝑠2

Maximum slewing angle/∘ 32 32
Field of view/∘ 2.203 2.203
Eccentricity 0.0001879 0.0006165
Inclination/∘ 98.4745 97.4097
Argument of perigee/∘ 76.4542 72.083
RAAN/∘ 145.131 145.956
Mean anomaly/∘ 283.684 41.4996
Mean motion revs/day 14.354 15.2108

RSSM2 is a robust satellite schedulingmodel that consists
of two objectives: 𝑅(SS) and𝑁(SS).

In the first stage, we use RSSM3 and RSSM2 to generate
two sets of feasible solutions. Furthermore, we select the
solution of RSSM2 as the initial scheduling scheme SS2 and
one of the feasible solutions of RSSM3 as the initial schedule
SS3. In the second stage, to demonstrate the advantage of total
execution time, SS2 and SS3 are adjusted using CTM-DAHA.
To evaluate the advantage of compact task merging method,
we use CTM-DAHA and TTM-DAHA, respectively, to adjust
SS3.

TTM-DAHA is dynamic adjusting heuristic algorithm
considering traditional task merging. Compared to CTM-
DAHA, the algorithm uses traditional task merging strategy
to construct composite tasks.

5.1.TheDesign of Experiment. To evaluate performance of the
proposed method, we simulate two satellites to accomplish
imaging tasks. Each satellite circles the earth approximately
100min each time. Each satellite loads one sensor which can
slew laterally over the angular range of [−32∘, 32∘]. Some
parameters of the two satellites are presented in Table 1.
The scheduling horizon is 24 h. In addition, we assume the
maximum time for each satellite opening its sensor once is
60 seconds and the longest imaging time in any period time
of orb𝑗 is 150 seconds.

We simulate 200 common tasks which are randomly
generated in the surface of the earth.Three group emergency
tasks are given different size: 20, 40, and 60. Without loss of
generality, the priorities of all tasks are randomly distributed
in [1, 10]. The weight and duration of each task are shown in
the appendix of the paper.

The scheduling period considered is 7 March 2014
12:00:00.000 UTCG∼8 March 2014 12:00:00.000 UTCG.
Before scheduling we compute the time window and slewing
angle for each task using STK (Satellite Tool Kit). The time
window is removed if its span is shorter than the duration of
the corresponding task.

5.2. The Simulation Result

5.2.1. The Initial Scheduling Scheme. The feasible solutions
that are obtained by RSSM3 and RSSM2 are shown in
Figure 13.

We describe all the solutions of RSSM2 and RSSM3 in
two-dimensional space and three-dimensional space, respec-
tively. From Figure 13, RSSM2 is found to generate only one
solution, while RSSM3 is found to producemultiple solutions
because of the added objective of total task execution dura-
tion. In addition, the solution of RSSM2 that has the highest
revenue may not be the best because it requires the longest
duration of task execution.

We select the solution (𝑅(SS2) = 1123; 𝑁(SS2) = 923;
𝑇(SS2) = 2808) of RSSM2 as initial scheduling scheme SS2
and the solution (𝑅(SS3) = 1122; 𝑁(SS3) = 898; 𝑇(SS3) =
2795) from the solutions of RSSM3 as the initial scheduling
scheme SS3.

5.2.2. The Adjusted Scheduling Scheme. In the second stage,
with the arrival of the three group emergency tasks, we use
CTM-DAHA to adjust SS2 and SS3 so as to obtain new
schedules SS2∗C-20, SS2

∗

C-40, SS2
∗

C-60 and SS3∗C-20, SS3
∗

C-40, and
SS3∗C-40, respectively. The new schedules SS3∗T-20, SS3

∗

T-40, and
SS3∗T-60 are produced through adjustment of SS3 by TTM-
DATA.

The simulation results are presented in Table 2.

5.3.Discussion. In the first stage, we obtain different solutions
usingRSSM3 andRSSM2, respectively. As shown in Figure 13,
there is only one feasible solution generated by RSSM2 while
RSSM3 can provide multiple solutions.

When there are 20 emergency tasks, SS3∗C-20 produces the
higher revenue compared with SS2∗C-20. In addition, the dis-
turbance of SS3∗C-20 is lower than that of SS2∗C-20. As a result,
RSSM3 can produce a schedule with high robustness as well
as large revenue. The result proves that the objective of total
task execution time is a useful robust indicator. Comparing
SS3∗C-20 with SS3

∗

T-20, SS3
∗

C-20 has the larger revenue and more
numbers of merging tasks with shorter imaging time and a
smaller slewing angle. This result indicates that more tasks
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Figure 13: The values of objectives of RSSM2 and RSSM3.

Table 2: The results of dynamic adjustment.

𝑁 Schedule Total revenue Disturbance NC NITM NI NIR NID

20
SS2∗C-20 1263 6 20 6 9 4 1
SS3∗C-20 1264 3 20 6 11 2 1
SS3∗T-20 1250 3 18 4 11 2 1

40
SS2∗C-40 1361 10 39 6 24 7 2
SS3∗C-40 1368 4 39 6 29 3 1
SS3∗T-40 1345 6 37 4 27 4 2

60
SS2∗T-60 1466 16 56 9 32 11 4
SS3∗C-60 1480 7 58 10 41 4 3
SS3∗T-60 1462 8 55 4 43 4 4

Notes: 𝑁-the number of new tasks, disturbance-the number of common tasks that are rearranged in the adjusted schedule, NC: the number of emergency
tasks completed, NITM: the number of emergency tasks inserted by task merging, NI: the number of emergency tasks inserted directly, NIR: the number of
emergency tasks inserted by rearranging, and NID: the number of emergency tasks inserted by deleting.
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Table 3: The duration and properties of common tasks.

Task Weight Duration/s Task Weight Duration/s
1 2 17 101 9 7
2 9 6 102 4 23
3 5 21 103 6 5
4 6 23 104 9 20
5 9 18 105 6 21
6 10 19 106 4 22
7 3 19 107 8 7
8 3 12 108 3 13
9 3 17 109 2 10
10 1 8 110 7 20
11 3 18 111 1 13
12 8 6 112 5 22
13 9 10 113 5 8
14 10 6 114 4 10
15 4 7 115 6 8
16 8 21 116 5 8
17 5 18 117 10 22
18 2 11 118 5 16
19 6 23 119 4 15
20 2 6 120 7 8
21 4 13 121 8 21
22 9 12 122 3 17
23 1 20 123 5 12
24 9 20 124 3 15
25 4 9 125 5 13
26 5 14 126 9 6
27 10 13 127 1 10
28 1 17 128 3 7
29 4 18 129 4 8
30 8 19 130 6 10
31 4 10 131 5 13
32 2 18 132 10 6
33 5 17 133 7 22
34 3 8 134 3 23
35 7 7 135 9 14
36 6 14 136 10 14
37 4 23 137 7 11
38 5 11 138 1 22
39 3 16 139 10 12
40 9 9 140 5 7
41 1 19 141 10 20
42 1 10 142 3 12
43 5 15 143 7 10
44 7 18 144 8 13
45 1 22 145 8 7
46 4 23 146 9 8
47 5 15 147 6 23
48 3 8 148 8 23
49 4 8 149 4 16

Table 3: Continued.

Task Weight Duration/s Task Weight Duration/s
50 4 10 150 8 6
51 1 21 151 7 9
52 5 10 152 1 12
53 5 20 153 5 21
54 10 10 154 8 5
55 7 23 155 5 6
56 8 12 156 6 8
57 9 9 157 10 17
58 3 10 158 9 19
59 9 17 159 8 17
60 8 14 160 2 14
61 5 12 161 5 15
62 9 21 162 7 11
63 7 16 163 6 19
64 5 15 164 3 9
65 7 22 165 9 18
66 9 10 166 1 8
67 9 19 167 6 12
68 10 19 168 4 17
69 10 12 169 8 20
70 6 16 170 4 7
71 4 6 171 4 23
72 1 6 172 6 20
73 9 15 173 3 14
74 7 20 174 1 13
75 6 23 175 8 13
76 1 7 176 4 11
77 9 16 177 8 15
78 2 14 178 7 15
79 9 5 179 3 21
80 8 11 180 3 20
81 3 8 181 8 17
82 3 20 182 5 12
83 9 11 183 4 20
84 7 15 184 7 15
85 4 8 185 8 12
86 1 16 186 8 23
87 4 10 187 9 22
88 8 17 188 5 15
89 4 18 189 9 17
90 10 19 190 4 16
91 1 14 191 9 9
92 9 7 192 5 11
93 8 9 193 2 14
94 8 22 194 2 9
95 8 8 195 5 21
96 1 21 196 6 9
97 1 15 197 10 9
98 5 24 198 10 13
99 4 6 199 1 1
100 1 13 200 1 1
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Table 4: The duration and properties of new emergency tasks.

Task Weight Duration/s Task Weight Duration/s
201 8 14 231 5 13
202 7 15 232 6 12
203 7 13 233 9 13
204 9 6 234 2 18
205 9 11 235 4 11
206 4 22 236 3 10
207 7 20 237 1 23
208 8 17 238 5 6
209 6 15 239 6 5
210 9 21 240 9 13
211 3 20 241 5 8
212 9 18 242 9 15
213 7 13 243 8 12
214 10 12 244 4 8
215 5 7 245 9 14
216 10 12 246 5 5
217 7 12 247 6 10
218 6 11 248 5 12
219 5 9 249 9 10
220 7 8 250 4 10
221 9 16 251 2 14
222 6 21 252 7 9
223 7 7 253 4 23
224 7 19 254 9 17
225 6 9 255 8 10
226 7 7 256 9 5
227 7 21 257 2 11
228 4 23 258 5 14
229 3 8 259 3 18
230 4 12 260 9 19

Table 5: The adjusted common tasks in SS2∗C-20.

Task Satellite The earliest start
time

The latest start
time Duration/s Slewing angle/∘ The way to adjust

tasks
97 — — — — — D
193 — — — — — D
169 1 19825 19846 20 0 R
14 1 32626 32661 6 0 R
120 1 43300 43333 8 0 R
35 1 54447 54481 7 0 R
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Table 6: The inserted emergency tasks in SS2∗C-20.

Task Satellite The earliest start
time

The latest start
time Duration/s Slewing angle/∘ The way to insert

tasks
206 1 3240 3259 22 20 IR
207 and 92 1 7327 7335 20 1.797 TM
208 1 9926 9950 17 15 IR
150 and 210 1 12550 12570 21 0.797 TM
219 1 13854 13886 9 22 IR
46 and 204 1 26593 26606 21 0 TM
205 1 22177 22208 11 23 ID
220 1 30146 30180 8 3 I
213 1 34540 34570 13 9 I
214 1 57054 57083 12 2 I
209 1 58682 58709 15 10 IR
202 1 60137 60164 15 3 I
217 1 63500 63529 12 29 I
215 1 74614 74649 7 6 IR
197 and 211 2 5493 5493 33 0.797 TM
201 2 14634 14647 14 2 I
216 2 17246 17271 12 5 I
212 and 179 2 22815 22815 21 0 TM
203 and 95 2 52998 53021 23 0.797 TM
218 2 69591 69628 37 0.797 I

Table 7: The adjusted common tasks in SS3∗C-20.

Task Satellite The earliest start
time

The latest start
time Duration/s Slewing angle/∘ The way to adjust

tasks
97 — — — — — D
169 1 19825 19846 20 0 R
33 2 63000 63008 17 0 R

Table 8: The inserted emergency tasks in SS3∗C-20.

Task Satellite The earliest start
time

The latest start
time Duration/s Slewing angle/∘ The way to insert

tasks
206 1 3240 3259 22 20 I
207 and 92 1 7327 7335 20 1.797 TM
208 1 9926 9950 17 15 I
150 and 210 1 12550 12570 21 0.797 TM
219 1 13854 13886 9 22 IR
205 1 22177 22208 11 23 ID
204 1 26592 26606 6 1 I
220 and 166 1 30146 30175 8 0.797 TM
213 1 34540 34570 13 9 I
214 1 57054 57083 12 2 I
209 1 58682 58709 15 10 I
202 1 60137 60164 15 3 I
217 1 63500 63529 12 29 I
215 1 74614 74649 7 6 IR
197 and 211 2 5493 5493 33 0.797 TM
201 2 14634 14647 14 2 I
216 2 17246 17259 12 5 I
212 and 179 2 22815 22815 21 0 TM
203 and 95 2 52998 53005 13 0.797 TM
218 2 69588 69602 11 3 I
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Table 9: The adjusted common tasks in SS3∗T-20.

Task Satellite The earliest start
time

The latest start
time Duration/s Slewing angle/∘ The way to adjust

tasks
97 — — — — — D
169 1 19825 19846 20 0 R
33 2 63000 63008 17 0 R

Table 10: The inserted emergency tasks in SS3∗T-20.

Task Satellite The earliest start
time

The latest start
time Duration/s Slewing angle/∘ The way to insert

tasks
206 1 3240 3259 22 20 I
208 1 9926 9950 17 15 I
210 and 150 1 12550 12550 53 1.5 TM
219 1 13854 13886 9 22 IR
205 1 22177 22208 11 23 ID
204 1 26570 26606 6 1 I
220 and 166 1 30141 30141 47 1.5 TM
213 1 34540 34570 13 9 I
214 1 57054 57083 12 2 I
209 1 58682 58709 15 10 I
202 1 60137 60164 15 3 I
217 1 63500 63529 12 29 I
215 1 74614 74649 7 6 IR
211 and 197 2 5488 5488 54 1.5 TM
201 2 14634 14647 14 2 I
216 2 17246 17259 12 5 I
212 and 179 2 22808 22808 32 1 TM
218 2 69588 69602 11 3 I

Table 11: The adjusted common tasks in SS2∗C-40.

Task Satellite The earliest start
time

The latest start
time Duration/s Slewing angle/∘ The way to adjust

tasks
97 — — — — — D
193 — — — — — D
70 — — — — — D
169 1 19825 19846 20 0 R
14 1 32626 32661 6 0 R
120 1 43300 43333 8 0 R
35 1 54447 54481 7 0 R
28 1 61374 61398 17 0 R
143 2 84955 84986 10 0 R
134 2 54003 54006 23 0 R
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Table 12: The inserted emergency tasks in SS2∗C-40.

Task Satellite The earliest start
time

The latest start
time Duration/s Slewing angle/∘ The way to insert

tasks
233 1 1282 1320 13 4 I
206 1 3240 3259 22 20 IR
207 and 92 1 7327 7335 20 1.797 TM
208 1 9926 9950 17 15 IR
238 1 11625 11661 6 30 I
223 1 12308 12342 7 15 IR
150 and 210 1 12550 12570 21 0.797 TM
236 1 13088 13120 10 28 I
231 1 14938 14966 13 20 IR
205 1 22177 22208 11 23 ID
228 1 24349 24367 23 25 I
229 1 25154 25187 8 3 I
46 and 204 1 26593 26606 23 0 TM
220 1 30146 30180 8 3 I
213 1 34540 34570 13 9 I
214 1 57054 57083 12 2 I
221 1 58115 58141 16 29 I
227 1 58362 58382 21 6 I
209 1 58682 586709 15 10 IR
202 1 60137 60164 15 3 I
217 1 63500 63529 12 29 I
230 1 64352 64382 12 4 I
215 1 74614 74649 7 6 IR
197 and 211 2 5493 5493 33 0.797 TM
235 2 7284 7299 11 15 ID
219 2 13854 13886 9 22 I
201 2 14634 14647 14 2 I
232 2 16636 16850 12 16 I
216 2 17246 17259 12 5 I
240 2 17534 17546 13 25 I
212 and 179 2 22815 22815 21 0 TM
222 2 37139 37144 21 8 I
239 2 41469 41489 5 28 I
224 2 42090 42096 19 28 IR
234 2 44965 44973 18 15 I
203 and 95 2 52998 53005 13 0.797 TM
218 2 69588 69602 11 0.797 I
226 2 77317 77336 7 6 I

Table 13: The adjusted common tasks in SS3∗C-40.

Task Satellite The earliest start
time

The latest start
time Duration/s Slewing angle/∘ The way to adjust

tasks
97 — — — — — D
169 1 19825 19846 20 0 R
7 1 57459 57481 19 0 R
33 2 63000 63008 17 0 R
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Table 14: The inserted emergency tasks in SS3∗C-40.

Task Satellite The earliest start
time

The latest start
time Duration/s Slewing angle/∘ The way to insert

tasks
206 1 3240 3259 22 20 I
207 and 92 1 7327 7335 20 1.797 TM
208 1 9926 9950 17 15 I
238 1 11625 11661 6 30 I
223 1 12308 12342 7 15 I
150 and 210 1 12550 12570 21 0.797 TM
236 1 13088 13120 10 28 IR
231 1 14938 14966 13 20 I
205 1 22177 22208 11 23 ID
228 1 24349 24367 23 25 I
229 1 25154 25187 8 3 I
204 1 26570 26606 6 1 I
220 and 166 1 30146 30175 8 0.797 TM
213 1 34540 34570 13 9 I
214 1 57054 57083 12 2 I
221 1 58115 58141 16 29 I
227 1 58362 58382 21 6 I
209 1 58682 58709 15 10 I
202 1 60137 60164 15 3 I
217 1 63500 63529 12 29 I
230 1 64352 64382 12 4 I
215 1 74614 74649 7 6 IR
233 2 357 369 13 30 I
197 and 211 2 5493 5493 33 0.797 TM
235 2 7284 7299 11 15 I
219 2 13854 13886 9 22 I
201 2 14634 14647 14 2 I
232 2 16636 16850 12 16 I
216 2 17246 17259 12 5 I
240 2 17534 17546 13 25 I
212 and 179 2 22815 22815 21 0 TM
237 2 27709 27712 23 26 I
222 2 37139 37144 21 8 I
239 2 41469 41489 5 28 I
224 2 42090 42096 19 28 I
234 2 44965 44973 18 15 I
203 and 95 2 52998 53005 13 0.797 TM
218 2 69588 69602 11 3 I
226 2 77317 77336 7 6 I
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Table 15: The adjusted common tasks in SS3∗T-40.

Task Satellite The earliest start
time

The latest start
time Duration/s Slewing angle/∘ The way to adjust

tasks
97 — — — — — D
135 — — — — — D
169 1 19825 19846 20 0 R
7 1 57459 57481 19 0 R
33 2 63000 63008 17 0 R
106 2 69608 69610 22 0 R

Table 16: The inserted emergency tasks in SS3∗T-40.

Task Satellite The earliest start
time

The latest start
time Duration/s Slewing angle/∘ The way to insert

tasks
206 1 3240 3259 22 20 I
235 1 8626 8657 11 30 I
208 1 9926 9950 17 15 I
238 1 11625 11661 6 30 I
223 1 12308 12342 7 15 ID
210 and 150 1 12550 12550 53 1.5 TM
236 1 13088 13120 10 28 IR
205 1 22177 22208 11 23 ID
228 1 24349 24367 23 25 I
229 1 25154 25187 8 3 I
204 1 26570 26606 6 1 I
220 and 166 1 30141 30141 47 1.5 TM
213 1 34540 34570 13 9 I
214 1 57054 57083 12 2 I
209 1 58682 58709 15 10 I
202 1 60137 60164 15 3 I
217 1 63500 63529 12 29 I
230 1 64352 64382 12 4 I
215 1 74614 74649 7 6 IR
233 2 357 369 13 30 I
211 and 197 2 5488 5488 54 1.5 TM
231 2 13241 13254 13 29 I
219 2 13854 13886 9 22 IR
232 2 16636 16850 12 16 I
216 2 17246 17259 12 5 I
240 2 17534 17546 13 25 I
212 and 179 2 22808 22808 32 1 TM
237 2 27709 27712 23 26 I
222 2 37139 37144 21 8 I
239 2 41469 41489 5 28 I
224 2 42090 42096 19 28 I
234 2 44965 44973 18 15 I
218 2 69588 69590 11 3 I
226 2 77317 77336 7 6 I
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Table 17: The adjusted common tasks in SS2∗C-60.

Task Satellite The earliest start
time

The latest start
time Duration/s Slewing angle/∘ The way to adjust

tasks
97 — — — — — D
193 — — — — — D
70 — — — — — D
173 — — — — — D
133 — — — — — D
169 1 19825 19846 20 0 R
14 1 32626 32661 6 0 R
120 1 43300 43333 8 0 R
142 1 45221 45250 12 0 R
35 1 54447 54481 7 0 R
28 1 61374 61398 17 0 R
143 1 84955 84986 10 0 R
71 2 58332 58351 6 0 R
132 2 59727 59746 6 0 R
128 2 65466 65485 7 0 R
25 2 65838 65855 9 0 R

can be merged by the compact task merging method with
lower energy cost.

When there are 40 emergency tasks, SS3∗C-40 is found
to have higher revenue and less disturbance compared with
SS2∗C-40. It indicates that the total task execution time is indeed
a robust indicator that can reflect the ability of a scheduling
scheme to accept new tasks. If the total task execution
time is shorter, then there will be larger spare time which
may provide more imaging opportunities for new tasks. In
contrast with SS3∗T-40, SS3

∗

C-40 contains more emergency tasks
that are inserted by compact task merging. This result proves
that the strategy of compact task merging has advantage over
the existing traditional method. The compact task merging
method can improve the chance of merging multiple tasks.

When there are 60 emergency tasks, the superiority
of RSSM3 appears to be more obvious. The disturbance
of SS3∗C-60 is much lower than that of SS2∗C-60. This result
supports the conclusion that the total task execution time is
a useful robust indicator that can improve the robustness of
schedules. Moreover, the compact task merging method can
improve the chance of merging multiple tasks.

6. Conclusion

To address the dynamic scheduling problemof satellite obser-
vations, we constructed a two-stage solution for emergency
response in the paper. The imaging duration is embedded
in the two-stage solution in order to make full use of the
satellite resources. In the first stage, the robust satellite
scheduling model is established considering a new robust

indicator of the total task execution time. The multiob-
jective genetic algorithm is used to solve the model. In
the second stage, we proposed a new strategy to construct
compact composite tasks using task execution duration. The
compact task merging method is embedded in the rule-
based heuristic algorithm, which is designed to adjust the
initial schedules dynamically. To evaluate our model and
algorithm, we performed experiments and compared the
scheduling schemes generated by different methods. The
results of experimental simulations validate the impact of
the task execution duration. The comparisons and analysis
performed in this study demonstrated that the duration of
task execution is an important factor.When the total duration
of task execution is an objective for optimization of the
scheduling, it can improve the robustness of the produced
schedules. Moreover, when the task execution duration is
used in the compact taskmergingmethod, it can improve the
observation opportunity of new tasks.Therefore, we conclude
that the task execution duration has considerable significance
for full utilizing of satellite resources.

Appendix

In the appendix, the experimental data of common tasks and
emergency tasks are shown in Tables 3 and 4.

Tables 5–22 show the adjusted common tasks and
inserted new tasks in schedules produced by different meth-
ods.

For the sake of simplifying the expressions, “TM,” “I,”
“IR,” and “ID” denote the four ways, that is, insertion by
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Table 18: The inserted emergency tasks in SS2∗C-60.

Task Satellite The earliest start
time

The latest start
time Duration/s Slewing angle/∘ The way to insert

tasks
254 1 697 721 17 7 I

206 1 3240 3259 22 20 IR

257 1 6341 6372 11 13 IR

207 and 92 1 7327 7335 20 1.797 TM

208 1 9926 9950 17 15 IR

210 and 150 1 12550 12570 21 0.797 TM

231 1 14938 14966 13 20 IR

247 1 16490 16523 10 28 I

227 1 18038 18058 21 8 ID

221 1 18271 18297 16 25 IR

246 1 21848 21884 5 3 I

205 1 22177 22208 11 23 ID

230 1 24092 24122 12 15 IR

228 1 24349 24367 23 25 I

229 1 25154 25187 8 3 I

46 and 204 1 26593 26606 23 0 TM

220 1 30146 30180 8 3 I

245 1 33626 33652 14 0 I

213 1 34540 34570 13 9 I

248 1 35849 35879 12 15 I

252 and 115 1 36145 36145 17 0 TM

255 1 55732 55764 10 4 I

214 1 57054 57083 12 2 I

209 and 258 1 58709 58709 26 7.797 IR,TM

202 1 60137 60164 15 3 I

217 1 63500 63529 12 29 I

250 1 72816 72847 10 8 I

215 1 74614 74649 7 6 IR

242 1 78044 78071 15 15 I

243 2 100 127 12 2 I

233 2 357 369 13 30 IR

249 and 96 2 725 730 21 0 I

260 2 2541 2547 19 4 I

211 and 197 2 5493 5493 33 0.797 TM

235 2 7284 7299 11 15 ID
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Table 18: Continued.

Task Satellite The earliest start
time

The latest start
time Duration/s Slewing angle/∘ The way to insert

tasks
219 2 13854 13886 9 22 I

201 2 14634 14647 14 2 I

232 2 16636 16850 12 16 I

216 2 17246 17259 12 5 I

240 2 17534 17546 13 25 I

256 2 18779 18799 5 10 IR

212 and 179 2 22815 22815 21 0 TM

244 2 26087 26105 8 6 I

237 2 27709 27712 23 26 I

222 2 37139 37144 21 8 I

241 2 39695 39712 8 6 I

239 2 41469 41489 5 28 I

224 2 42090 42096 19 28 IR

234 2 44965 44973 18 15 I

251 2 47554 47565 14 12 I

238 2 48891 48911 6 25 ID

203 and 95 2 52998 53005 13 0.797 TM

223 2 53910 53928 7 6 I

218 2 69588 69602 11 0.797 I

259 2 76325 76333 18 3 I

226 2 77317 77336 7 6 I

Table 19: The adjusted common tasks in SS3∗C-60.

Task Satellite The earliest start
time

The latest start
time Duration/s Slewing angle/∘ The way to adjust

tasks
97 — — — — — D

173 — — — — — D

7 — — — — — D

169 1 19825 19846 20 0 R

133 1 58085 58099 22 0 R

33 2 63000 63008 17 0 R

128 2 65466 65485 7 0 R
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Table 20: The inserted emergency tasks in SS3∗C-60.

Task Satellite The earliest start
time

The latest start
time Duration/s Slewing angle/∘ The way to insert

tasks
254 1 697 721 17 7 I

206 1 3240 3259 22 20 I

257 1 6341 6372 11 13 I

92 and 203 1 7327 7335 20 1.797 TM

208 1 9926 9950 17 15 I

223 1 12308 12342 7 15 I

150 and 210 1 12550 12570 21 0.797 TM

236 1 13088 13120 10 28 ID

231 1 14938 14966 13 20 I

247 1 16490 16523 10 28 I

227 1 18038 18058 21 8 IR

246 1 21848 21884 5 3 I

205 1 22177 22208 11 23 ID

230 1 24092 24122 12 15 IR

228 1 24349 24367 23 25 I

229 1 25154 25187 8 3 I

242 1 28464 28491 15 242 I

220 and 166 1 30146 30175 8 0.797 TM

245 1 33626 33652 14 0 I

213 1 34540 34570 13 9 I

248 1 35849 35879 12 15 I

115 and 252 1 36145 36145 17 0 TM

255 1 55732 55764 10 4 I

214 1 57054 57083 12 2 I

221 1 58115 58141 16 29 I

209 and 258 1 58709 58709 26 7.797 TM

202 1 60137 60164 15 3 I

217 1 63500 63529 12 29 I

250 1 72816 72847 10 8 I

215 1 74614 74649 7 6 IR

243 2 100 127 12 2 I

233 2 357 369 13 30 I

96 and 249 2 725 730 21 0 TM

260 2 2541 2547 19 4 I

82 and 204 2 5237 5242 20 0 TM
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Table 20: Continued.

Task Satellite The earliest start
time

The latest start
time Duration/s Slewing angle/∘ The way to insert

tasks
197 and 211 2 5493 5493 33 0.797 TM

235 2 7284 7299 11 15 I

219 2 13854 13886 9 22 IR

201 2 14634 14647 14 2 I

232 2 16636 16850 12 16 I

216 2 17246 17259 12 5 I

240 2 17534 17546 13 25 I

256 2 18779 18799 5 256 I

212 and 179 2 22815 22815 21 0 TM

244 2 26087 26105 8 6 I

237 2 27709 27712 23 26 I

222 2 37139 37144 21 8 I

241 2 39695 39712 8 6 I

239 2 41469 41489 5 28 I

224 2 42090 42096 19 28 I

234 2 44965 44973 18 15 I

251 2 47554 47565 14 12 I

238 2 48891 48911 6 25 ID

203 and 95 2 52998 53005 13 0.797 TM

218 2 69588 69602 11 3 I

259 2 76325 76333 18 3 I

226 2 77317 77336 7 6 I

Table 21: The adjusted common tasks in SS3∗T-60.

Task Satellite The earliest start
time

The latest start
time Duration/s Slewing angle/∘ The way to adjust

tasks
97 — — — — — D

173 — — — — — D

40 — — — — — D

236 — — — — — D

169 1 19825 19846 20 0 R

133 1 58085 58099 22 0 R

33 2 63000 63008 17 0 R

128 2 65466 65485 7 0 R
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Table 22: The inserted emergency tasks in SS3∗T-60.

Task Satellite The earliest start
time

The latest start
time Duration/s Slewing angle/∘ The way to insert

tasks
254 1 697 721 17 7 I
206 1 3240 3259 22 20 I
257 1 6341 6372 11 13 I
208 1 9926 9950 17 15 I
150 and 210 1 12550 12550 53 1.5 TM
236 1 13088 13120 10 28 ID
231 1 14938 14966 13 20 ID
247 1 16490 16523 10 28 I
227 1 18038 18058 21 8 IR
246 1 21848 21884 5 3 I
205 1 22177 22208 11 23 ID
230 1 24092 24122 12 15 IR
228 1 24349 24367 23 25 I
229 1 25154 25187 8 3 I
242 1 28464 28491 15 242 I
220 and 166 1 30141 30141 47 1.5 TM
245 1 33626 33652 14 0 I
213 1 34540 34570 13 9 I
248 1 35849 35879 12 15 I
252 1 36153 36185 9 1 TM
255 1 55732 55764 10 4 I
214 1 57054 57083 12 2 I
221 1 58115 58141 16 29 I
209 1 58682 58709 15 10 TM
258 1 58721 58750 14 8 I
202 1 60137 60164 15 3 I
217 1 63500 63529 12 29 I
250 1 72816 72847 10 8 I
215 1 74614 74649 7 6 IR
259 1 75794 75820 18 4 I
226 1 76835 76870 7 25 I
243 2 100 127 12 2 I
233 2 357 369 13 30 I
249 2 766 776 10 0 TM
260 2 2541 2547 19 4 I
82 and 204 2 5237 5237 40 0.5 TM
235 2 7284 7299 11 15 I
219 2 13854 13886 9 22 IR
201 2 14634 14647 14 2 I
232 2 16636 16850 12 16 I
216 2 17246 17259 12 5 I
240 2 17534 17546 13 25 I
256 2 18779 18799 5 256 I
212 and 179 2 22808 22808 32 1 TM
244 2 26087 26105 8 6 I
237 2 27709 27712 23 26 I
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Table 22: Continued.

Task Satellite The earliest start
time

The latest start
time Duration/s Slewing angle/∘ The way to insert

tasks
222 2 37139 37144 21 8 I
241 2 39695 39712 8 6 I
239 2 41469 41489 5 28 I
224 2 42090 42096 19 28 I
234 2 44965 44973 18 15 I
251 2 47554 47565 14 12 I
238 2 48891 48911 6 25 ID
223 2 53910 53928 7 6 I
218 2 69588 69602 11 3 I

task merging, direct insertion, insertion by rearranging, and
insertion by deleting to insert new tasks. Besides, the adjusted
common tasks are either rearranged “R” or deleted “D”.
The time (the earliest start time/the latest start time) is
represented by the time span (in seconds) between real time
and 7 March 2014 12:00:00.000.
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